SPRING 2008 NEWSLETTER

FROM THE HORSE VET’S MOUTH
WORMS, WORMS AND WEIGHT CONTROL SPECIAL

CLINIC NEWS

WHY IS MY HORSE LAME??
Client Evening held on 22nd November 2007 at Dennington Village Hall
Over 70 people enjoyed talks on lameness diagnosis, treatment and prevention.
Helen Whitbread gave an overview of lameness causes and diagnosis, plus a
whistle-stop tour of the latest imaging advancements such as standing MRI.
Greg McGarrell of VetCell Ltd. gave a very clear scientific view of tendon
injury and repair; his enthusiasm for the (veterinary) medical break-through of
Stem Cell Therapy stimulated some lively audience participation. This latest
therapy is just one of the services available from Deben Valley Equine
Veterinary Clinic. The last talk of the evening was a thought provoking
presentation on the selective use of drugs in performance horses to prevent
lameness by Nikki Glen of Janssen Animal Health.

Thank-you to everyone who attended and to all our sponsors.

WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DONATE OVER £650 TO
MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT.

ANNUAL WORMING PROGRAMMES ARE INCLUDED
For anyone who does not have a weigh tape, we still have a few free tapes
available when an annual programme is purchased.

STRATEGIC WORMING AND WEIGHT CONTROL – As promised a
spring talk; this time in collaboration with Virbac (manufacturers of Equimax &
Eraquell). The advice given will be appropriate for professional horse people as
well as those caring for individual horses. Yard owners in particular can really
gain from an understanding of wormer resistance and minimising the
environmental impact of wormers, whilst still protecting the horses under your
care from worm damage. For those of you who don’t purchase your annual
worming programmes from ourselves already, we can show you how stress-free
worming can be! You will also understand why we are encouraging worm egg
counts, not just relying on drugs.
Worming and feeding are both basic topics, but advancements in the last decade
have been enormous and we are offering a free opportunity for you to
modernise your own theories. Dodson and Horrell will be presenting a talk on
weight control, which is relevant mainly for laminitics, but also good doers,
show ponies, veterans and the competition horse. There will be a chance to ask
questions on worming and feeding. See enclosed flyer and book your place
now.
DEBEN VALLEY EQUINE BUYS 2 DONKEYS!! For the second year
running we have donated funds to ‘SEND-A-COW’ PROJECT, which assists
families in Africa recover from famine, floods or man-made atrocities by
providing livestock / education giving them a chance of sustainable income and
life. Traditionally at Christmas, we have thanked our suppliers and people we
work along side, such as farriers and physiotherapists, by giving wine or
chocolates, but now we express our gratitude through send-a-cow.

as featured in our office window!!

WEBSITE – www.debenvalleyvet.co.uk - Development continues…
Hopefully you will soon be able to download information sheets too!
THINKING OF BREEDING YOUR MARE THIS YEAR?
Speak to
Catherine for initial advice. Catherine has a particular interest in artificial
insemination.

NEW PRODUCTS / SERVICES
WELL-WOMAN CLINICS – Well actually Well-Horse Clinics (for geldings
too!) This is a service we are looking to introduce later in the year, particularly
aimed at horses over 10 years, but available to all! We believe that prevention
is always better than cure and would like to offer you the opportunity to have
your horse checked over in a relaxed manner rather than in a panic because of
illness. It has come to our attention that many owners are concerned about the
older horse’s eyesight and whether the horse is still capable of the workload
required. All the findings of the examination will be explained and we think
you would welcome the chance to discuss dentistry, worming, vaccinations,
supplements, shoeing and feeding among many other topics. More details in
next newsletter….
RANDOM FACTS…
Did you know that your horse vets sedate over 300 horses each year!
Did you know that over 25% of horses we weigh on our weighbridge are more
than 600kg!
WEIGHT ROADSHOW – We have had our weighbridge for several years,
providing us with accurate weights for in patients and out patients. This is vital
for accurate drug dosing, but also allows us to monitor weight gain or loss in
our ill patients. It is handy for wormer dosing and also to monitor how effective
dieting can be as a prevention for laminitis; Dr. Theresa Hollands from Dodson
& Horrell will explain more at our spring talk. Theresa has also been involved
with the ILPH initiative to run road shows on weight and obesity. The road
show provides an opportunity to weigh your horse and discuss his feeding with
a qualified nutritionalist. We have a weighbridge already so if any groups of
friends or pony clubs want to organise a free road show, we are happy to
promote this ILPH initiative. Contact the clinic or ask Helen.
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WORM EGG COUNTS – A REMINDER! – we need just a dessertspoon size
lump of horse dung to analyse it for worm eggs; this can be an extremely useful
test during the summer months and if negative, you can reduce the amount of
wormer you give your horse. If you share grazing or do not poo pick at least 3
times a week, it may not be as useful for you – find out more in the spring talk!
We cannot detect tapeworm in dung, but we can send a blood sample to the
University of Liverpool for testing.

NURSE’S CORNER RETURNS
Nicky Hadingham VN writes…..
One procedure we often perform is endoscopy. This involves inserting a long
tube containing fibre optics into the airway of a (sedated) horse via its nostril.
This enables us to examine the airways and take samples for analysis. We can
also use the endoscope (‘scope) to look inside the digestive system, bladder or
sinuses. When the procedure is completed, the scope must be thoroughly
cleaned and disinfected before being used in another horse. Once the ‘scope has
been checked for damage, it is immersed in a cleaning agent and a tiny brush is
used to remove any debris from the biopsy / flushing channels. It is then left to
soak for 30 minutes. Next the ‘scope is placed in a disinfectant and soaked for a
further 30 minutes. This kills any bacteria and contaminants, which could
otherwise be passed onto the next patient. Once this is completed, the ’scope
can be rinsed and flushed with distilled water (tap water impurities could affect
future samples or damage the ‘scope). The endoscope is then dried and stored
ready for the next patient. The whole process takes 1.5 hours but is obviously
vital to prevent cross-infection between horses.

Endoscope placed in throat via nostril and Catherine looking at horse’s larynx
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MEDICAL MATTERS
SARCOIDS are skin tumours, which we commonly treat. Approximately 5%
of these will spontaneously resolve, but the majority will progress. Some can
ulcerate and bleed, becoming easily infected and attractive to flies. Others may
simply grow very large or multiply. Fortunately these tumours do not normally
spread to internal organs. Those localised around eyes / mouth or areas where
tack fits can be a real nuisance and affect the horse’s welfare as well as prevent
riding.

Sarcoids – nodular & ulcerated

Sarcoids – verrucous

For >95% of cases we use the expertise of the veterinary department of the
University of Liverpool. They can supply us with cytotoxic creams or BCG
vaccine for treatment and help us to formulate a treatment protocol, which is
most likely to keep the sarcoids under control.
NUTRITIONAL ADVICE – Will be available at our spring talk. The Dodson
& Horrell Nutritionist will not only give us an up to date overview of feeding to
maintain a healthy weight, but also give you an opportunity to ask questions.
All the major feed companies have nutritional helplines; some are even free to
phone. Over the years we have used their expertise on numerous occasions and
we are quite happy to make enquires on your behalf.
BEHAVIOUR & MULTIPLE FORAGES – Research has shown that horses
do like variety. In a wild state they would have to forage, picking at herbage
and hedges as well as grass. In trials, stabled horses were given free access to
haylage, hay, dried grass and hi-fi; all the horses moved around between the
different forages. We try to mimic this for horses in our hospital who may have
reduced appetites and also advise this for horses who are prone to stable vices
such as cribbing. It can help bored horses as well as those prone to gastric
ulcers.
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OTHER NEWS
THE HORSE TRUST will be our chosen charity this Spring. We donated half
of our proceeds from our colic evening to their colic research project (Echo
memorial appeal) in 2005. Last year The Horse Trust (formerly the home of
rest for horses) helped us to re-home an 8 year old horse which was unable to be
ridden; normally they are only assist horses to retire over the age of 20 years so
we were very grateful for their assistance. All proceeds from our spring talk
raffle and donations will be given to The Horse Trust.
VETERINARY FEES INSURANCE PITFALLS - We continue to encourage
insurance for you and your horse, but cannot emphasise how important it is to
read the small print. Here are our top ten pitfalls: 1. Beware if your insurance company changes hands or terms and you just
assume you are getting the same cover at renewal.
2. Hospitalisation is an added extra, not part of the standard policy
3. Your policy may be invalid if your horse in not vaccinated and wormed
regularly.
4. Instead of a fixed excess e.g. £110, the excess you have to pay may be up
to 20% of the whole claim
5. Vet fees cover is too limited, really need £5k
6. Sometimes exclusions sneak onto policies unnoticed. (Exclusions will
sometimes be removed by an insurer IF YOU ASK!)
7. What is an alternative therapy? This varies enormously between
companies from therapeutic shoeing, homeopathy, physiotherapy, joint
supplements, acupuncture etc., Some policies are limited to just a few
hundred pounds!
8. Monthly direct debits taken every 4 weeks not by calendar month.
9. Do not need to see vetting certificate at start of policy, but request it in
the event of a claim and suddenly inform you that certain things aren’t
covered.
10.No visit fee cover
FOREIGN PASSPORTS – these seem to regularly not contain the correct
medication declaration pages. For some foreign issued documents, the British
based society may be able to assist.
HOW GREEN ARE YOUR VETS?
We recycle all our plastic, glass and cardboard.
Any papers containing client information is shredded; this then becomes ferret
bedding at Catherine’s home; other non-sensitive paper is recycled.
Other waste such as syringes, needles, drugs, soiled dressings etc has to be
disposed of as clinical waste and can incur substantial charges.
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Answer service
YOUR HORSE VETS ARE AVAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAY EVERY DAY
CALL (01728) 685 123.
The Office is open 8.30a.m. – 5p.m. Monday to Friday

CALENDAR
• Events since last newsletter –
• 22nd November 2007 – Lameness talks
• 8th December 2007 – Easton Harriers Hunt Ball with Carousel

Catherine, Nicky and Helen having a ball!
• Courses attended since the last newsletter • October 2007 – Advanced orthopaedic diagnostics 2 day course for Catherine
• November 2007 – Artificial Insemination refresher course for Helen
• November 2007 – Clinical Pathology 2 day course for Catherine
• November 2007 – Farriers training day with Imprint at our clinic
• November 2007 – Advanced diagnostic imaging and forelimb lameness 2 day
course for Helen
• December 2007 – Meeting on diarrhoea causes & treatment for Helen
Forth coming events
• For us
• April 2008 – Joint farriers and vet meeting at Nottingham
• Spring 2008 – Annual veterinary check – Mustique Equestrian Centre for
Catherine
• Spring 2008 – Imprint Farriers training day – Laminitis at our clinic
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•
•
•
•
•

May 2008 - Ultrasound scanning – tendons, joints etc at Newmarket 3 day
course for Helen
July 2008 – Pathology at Royal Veterinary College for Helen
Sept 2008 – British Equine Veterinary Association 3 day Congress in
Liverpool for Catherine
October 2008 – Modern dentistry at Bristol Vet School for Helen

For you
• February 6th 2008 – Strategic worming and nutrition talks with Virbac and
Dodson & Horrell
• March 2008 – Vaccination Amnesty month – Start a tetanus vaccination
course in March and get 2nd vaccination half price
• Easter 2008 – Easton Harriers point to point at High Easter
• Summer 2008 – Horse weight road show

We would welcome your contribution to our newsletter if you have tales of special horses or
photos of ones, which have recovered from illness/injury. We also have a photo gallery of
your horses on our noticeboard at the clinic for your contributions.
Please feel free to comment on our newsletter & website, which reflects our opinions.
All comments and figures quoted are believed to be true at the time of printing.
Please inform us if you no longer wish to receive our newsletter
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